Documentation of a supervised antigen self-test
for the detection of the SARS-CoV-2 virus
(For persons returning from absence)
pursuant to Sect. 9(1a) of the consolidated coronavirus rules applicable in Saxony from 14 July 2021 (“SächsCoronaSchVO”)

The following person was tested for the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus under supervision on their first working day after returning to work following an absence of at least five consecutive working days (Mon–Sat) due to leave or comparable time off work.

Person tested:

...........................................................................................................................................
Last name, first name

...........................................................................................................................................
Organisational unit

Coronavirus antigen self-test:

...........................................................................................................................................
Name of test

...........................................................................................................................................
Manufacturer

Test date:

...........................................................................................................................................

Test result:

Test result □ negative
□ positive

Confirmation by supervising person that the test was conducted properly:

...........................................................................................................................................
Date and signature of the supervising person